[Site-specific mutagenesis of residue Lys-172 of phage T7 RNA polymerase: characterization of transcription properties of mutant proteins].
Lys-172 residue of bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase (T7RP) was substituted for Leu and Gly and Lys-172, Arg-173 were deleted by the site-directed mutagenesis using synthetic oligonucleotides. The specific activity of all mutant enzymes did not differ significantly from that of the wild-type (w.t.) T7RP while for Gly-172 mutant (G172) it was somewhat lower. Leu-172 (L172) and deletion (DEL172-3) mutants were able to direct RNA synthesis on the templates lacking the T7 promoter. DEL172-3 was not able to synthesize extraneous RNA sequences in addition to the expected run-off transcripts. L172 and DEL172-3 mutants revealed altered template specificity toward various DNA templates and showed the lower stability of enzyme-promoter complexes. The possible role of Lys-172 likely belonging to an interdomain "stretch" is discussed.